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2015-2019 STRATEGIC PLAN 

Mission 
Provide the nation with 
navigation products and 

information that: 
improve ocean-going 

commerce and coastal 
economies,  

keep people safe,  
and protect coastal 

environments. 



2015-2019 STRATEGIC PLAN 

Director’s Priorities: 

1.Be the Experts 

2.Transform Charting 

3.Innovate Hydrography 

4.Change Navigation 



1.  BE THE EXPERTS 

• Continuously evolve our 
capabilities and capacities to 
meet our responsibilities as the 
national authoritative source for 
hydrography, nautical 
geospatial data, marine 
modeling, and U.S. 
navigational charts 

• Continually improve our 
internal processes and 
efficiencies, and build (human, 
physical, and cyber) resources  



Coast Survey will... 

 Fulfill customer requirements by correlating  
strategic decisions to improved market  
management and analysis 

 Expand access to Coast Survey expertise through 
additional partnerships and improved education 
communication 

 Ensure that Coast Survey authoritative data is freely and 
easily accessible to the public 

 



Coast Survey will… 

 Organize Coast Survey data holdings as a collection 
of interoperable databases 
– on a robust infrastructure that provides 24 X 7 reliable 

distribution and customer service  

 Ensure that computer files, databases, and server 
replication capability at Coast Survey’s disaster recovery 
site is at 100 percent 

 Provide Coast Survey employees with robust and cutting 
edge capacities and capabilities  

 Maintain a work environment that encourages employee 
collaboration and attracts new talent 



2.  TRANSFORM CHARTING 
• Re-engineer chart production environment for timelier 

and more accurate navigation products, in an array of 
formats  

• Evolve distribution mechanisms and support product 
customization to respond to changing customer needs 

• Compile and synchronize databases and systems, and 
build fit-for-use products and distribution systems 

• Improvements include 
‒ matching charted shorelines to the real world  

‒ publishing critical updates within a week of receipt  

‒ providing access to official NOAA charting data in a responsive 
array of systems and formats 

 



Coast Survey will… 

 Partner with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,  
U.S. Coast Guard, and National Geodetic Survey’s 
Remote Sensing Division 
‒ build workflows and specifications to enable direct ingestion of 

their data  

 Establish a chart evaluation system, with methodologies 
for sampling data quality and taking corrective actions, 
using reports of: 
‒ current and future vessel traffic  
‒ public source orthophotos  
‒ reported discrepancies  
‒ accidents  
‒ derived bathymetry 

 



Coast Survey will… 

 Let end users know precisely when and where updates 
are applied to charts 

 Implement geo-referencing tools to support the 
distribution of web-enabled metadata 

 Geo-reference all volumes of the United States Coast 
Pilot and offer the publication in international 
standardized format 



3.  INNOVATE HYDROGRAPHY 

• Expanding Coast Survey’s access to data from a broad 
range of sources will improve chart content and provide 
more data for multiple purposes.  
‒ By diversifying bathymetric data acquisition, we can also reduce 

effort duplication and maximize the use of resources. 
 

1. NOAA survey data 

2. Authoritative survey data 

3. Other survey data 

4. Trusted partner data 

5. Derived bathymetry 

6. Crowdsourced data 



3.  INNOVATE HYDROGRAPHY 

• We will use dynamic sources to update survey priorities 
– automatic identification system [AIS] 
– satellite-derived bathymetry  
– crowdsourcing  

• Other criteria include:  
– age of surveys 
– unsurveyed areas  
– known chart discrepancies 
– reported accidents  
– underkeel clearance 
– new uses and products 
– stakeholder requests  



Coast Survey will… 

 Increase the use of external data to evaluate and revise 
survey priorities 

 Consider external hydrographic data where NOAA 
resources not available 

 Improve data contributions from trusted partners 
 Advance the global crowdsourced bathymetry database 
 Maximize the value of our own data toward other ocean 

mapping purposes 
 Implement new technologies to improve efficiency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOAA fleet, navigation response team, contract survey vessels, federal and state partners, and others



4.  CHANGE NAVIGATION 

• Support the global transition to electronic navigation  

– demonstrate a substantially advanced set of precision navigation 
information products 

 

 

 

– make our data ready for easy consumption by commercial 
enterprises that can provide value-added products and services  

– lead the implementation of international standards for next-
generation charts  



Coast Survey will... 

 Analyze the needs and 
requirements of the top 20 
ports relative to NOAA 
navigation services data 
availability 

 Improve chart standardization, 
reduce redundancies where 
charts with different scales 
overlap areas, and increase 
large scale coverage 



Coast Survey will… 
 Create a one-stop dissemination portal for  

integrated digital NOAA navigation data  
‒ including charts, publications, water levels, weather, models, and 

high-resolution bathymetric overlays 

 Package weather, water levels, and hydrodynamic 
models into an easily digestible format 
‒ electronic chart systems, portable pilot units, and mobile devices 

 Develop real-time and predictive electronic chart 
prototypes that include all navigation information…  
‒ charts, bathymetry, models, waves, currents, wind, vessel traffic  

 …based on understanding of mariner decisions 
‒ i.e., underkeel clearance management 



Coast Survey will… 

 Expand coverage of our ecological 
and storm surge models  
‒ four new geographic areas 

 In partnership with CO-OPS, IOOS, 
and the Weather Service, lead 
collection of technical requirements 
for model-based coastal intelligence 

 Improve forecast guidance (model 
output) accuracy with more 
advanced coastal inundation 
predictions  
‒ East Coast, Gulf of Mexico, Micronesia 

Coast Survey develops the 
ecological and storm surge 
models used in coastal 
resilience planning and 
emergency management. 



2015 PROGRESS  



MEASURES GPRA AOP FY15 
Target 

Reduce the Hydrographic Survey Backlog 
within navigationally significant areas (SNM* 
per year) 

2,556 

Acquire approximately 420 SNM* of 
hydrography in the Arctic (using NOAA 
hydrographic ships and hydrographic 
services contracts) 

420 

Process 110 hydrographic surveys to support 
nautical chart products and other users, and 
make the data publicly available via NGDC 

110 

Perform chart validation in 11 (6%) of the top 
175 U.S. seaports with access to a suite of 
NOAA navigation products and services 

11 ports 

*SNM = square nautical miles 

Performance Measures (High-Level) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While reducing the hydrographic survey backlog is a priority, NOAA is challenged to meet its sea day requirements and appropriated funds for contract surveys continue to decline.Four NOAA survey vessels need to dedicate 180 - 200 days at sea annually and contract surveys must complement in-house efforts.Failure to meet annual GPRA targets could mean a reduction in our appropriations.The 420 SNM in the Arctic will be collected by the Fairweather, Rainier, and a contractor. Coast Survey is exploring the option of obtaining data from 3rd party data partners (i.e. USCG)



nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/hsd/hydrog.htm 

Informing the public about survey projects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lower 48: scheduled to survey nearly 1,800 square nautical milesAlaska: over 2,800 square nautical miles + 12,000 nautical miles of “trackline” depth measurements of the U.S. Coast Guard’s proposed shipping route. Briefly, this year’s NOAA survey projects include:1. Gulf of Maine, where chart soundings in heavily trafficked and fished areas are decades old and need updating for navigational safety2. Buzzards Bay (Massachusetts and Rhode Island), where increased use of deeper-draft double-hull barges – and possible installation of marine transmission cable routes and wind energy development — requires updated soundings3. Rhode Island Sound, where the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management has identified a wind energy lease area4. Approaches to Chesapeake (North Carolina), where charts of critical navigational areas need updating for navigation and to assist the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management manage windfarm activity.5. Approaches to Charleston (South Carolina), where updated soundings will provide the correct under-keel clearance information for the expected transit of larger and deeper-draft ships6. Approaches to Savannah (Georgia), where the Savannah Harbor Expansion Project will increase the authorized depth of the harbor from 42 to 47 feet and updated soundings will provide the correct under-keel clearance information for the expected transit of larger and deeper-draft ships7. Chatham Strait (Alaska), where charts need to be updated for cruise liners, ferries, Coast Guard cutters, Navy vessels, tugs, and barges that use this waterway on a regular basis or when avoiding storms in the Gulf of Alaska8. Approaches to Kotzebue (Alaska), where deep-draft vessels have their cargo lightered to shore by shallow draft barges9. Point Hope (Alaska), where shipping traffic is increasing due to receding ice but charted soundings are sparse and date back to the 1960s10. West Prince of Wales Island (Alaska), where updated charts are needed by smaller vessels that use Televak Narrows as an alternate passage during foul weather11. Shumagin Islands (Alaska), where Coast Survey needs data to create a new, larger scale, nautical chart12. Port Clarence (Alaska), where Coast Survey needs data to create a new, larger scale, nautical chart13. South Arctic Reconnaissance Route, where trackline data will assist consideration of the U.S. Coast Guard’s proposed Bering Strait Port Access Route Study14. North Coast of Kodiak Island (Alaska), where we need to update charts for Kodiak’s large fishing fleet and increasing levels of passenger vessel traffic



Transitioning to “ENC First” 

• California, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico are loaded and are 
being maintained in the new Nautical Information System  

• Alaska and Oregon are being loaded now 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The big story for new ENCs is in Alaska and Puerto Rico this year. We have loaded Puerto Rico and are moving on AK.  As we load, we will be putting out new editions of the ENCs.  We are slowly making our way up the West Coast.  Once the data is loaded, we will be publishing all source as it is applied and products will be synced (within a few weeks).  Approximately 20 new cartographers trained in ENC compilation since last July.



Building new survey boats 

Two new boats, for navigation response teams 
Lake Assault Boats, Wisconsin 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are anticipating completion of the first vessel in late April and the second vessel completed in early May.  Acceptance testing will be conducted in early May and -- barring any issues -- delivery to the field units will be mid-May.



Collaborating on new  
international chart 4149 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time in over 50 years, NOAA cartographers met one-one-one with their counterparts in Cuba in February, to establish a process for improving nautical charts for maritime traffic transiting the increasingly busy Straits of Florida.A team of three professionals from NOAA’s Office of Coast Survey, with a representative from the U.S. Department of State, traveled to Havana on February 17. The group held three days of technical meetings with Cuban officials from the Cuban Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment’s Office of National Hydrography and Geodesy, and from GEOCUBA Business Group.During the visit, the Americans and Cubans agreed to work together on a new international paper chart, INT Chart 4149, which will cover south Florida, the Bahamas, and north Cuba. The Office of Coast Survey will create the chart, using data supplied by the Cubans in addition to U.S. data. Additionally, the two countries’ charting agencies will pursue technical exchanges to create seamless electronic chart coverage.The two agencies took steps at the meeting to begin the exchange process, comparing notes and sharing data where there are now gaps and discrepancies where the U.S. and Cuban charts match up. The American and Cuban charting officials are planning future technical exchanges of shoreline and hydrographic data that will contribute to additional maritime safety for the shipping industry and cruise lines.



Adding AUV to acquisition platforms 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year, Hassler used our AUV to collect data. We are now validating the AUV data prior to committing additional time aboard the ship, to ensure the time spent will result in data eventually making its way to the chart.Our plan this year is to use a modified version of the new Multibeam Sonar Test Procedures document to validate the AUV data. To do that, we are looking for a shipboard opportunity to do the at-sea portion of the tests. We are submitting a proposal through the UxS 5-Days at Sea process to do a collaborative project aboard a NOAA vessel with a seafloor mapping requirement to simultaneously collect the test data and data useful for their purpose.Val Schmidt and Shannon Byrne (Leidos) presented a paper at the U.S. Hydro 2015 conference that showed the data collected by our AUV can meet charting standards.  Also, Leidos has offered to loan a copy of their Sabre processing software, which has the uncertainty tools necessary for AUV data processing. That would allow us to evaluate our data while Caris finishing developing the tools for HIPS.



Acquiring more external data 

Most recent IOCM example: Coastal Carolina University 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We touched briefly on one of our major efforts with our Integrated Ocean and Coastal Mapping program -- to increase the use of more partner and crowdsourced mapping data. Our navigation manager recently met with the program leaders of Coastal Carolina University’s School of Coastal and Marine Systems Science. They have a long track record of collecting quality data for the USACE and their own studies. BOEM is currently funding CCU to collect bathy data in wind energy development areas, and CCU wants to ensure its data meets NOAA charting specifications and is applied to the chart in a timely manner. Based on our discussions and observations of our navigation manager, their data processes should meet requirements. CCU may collect as much as 138 square nautical miles of chart quality hydro data on their Myrtle Beach/George Town project. They also have projects planned for Port Canaveral FL and Fire Island NY, slated to begin in 2016. These project are funded by local and state organizations and will likely not overlap planned Coast Survey survey areas. 



MOA with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last NOS/USACE Memorandum of Agreement expired almost two years ago and has not been renewed or replaced.Coast Survey is spearheading a new MOA, and invited other interested National Ocean Service offices to participate. USACE is the largest external provider of chart update information. The primary purpose of the MOA is improved efficiency in U.S. charting activities, with a secondary goal of collaboration on innovative new products (e.g. chart overlays and real-time navigation products) and survey technologies (e.g. satellite- and radar-derived bathymetry).



Navigate with 
confidence 
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